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 INTRODUCTION 
This is the completion report of the 

project titled “Promoting Decent Work 

and Women’s Rights in the Backdrop of 

Covid 19” Supported by International 

Labour Organization (ILO) and 

ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Programme.  

Workers Resource Center (WRC)—a 

joint platform of the National 

Coordination Committee for the 

Workers Education (NCCWE) and the 

IndustriALL Bangladesh Council (IBC) 

and ILO SDIR project—for identifying 

challenges and scopes of trade union 

organizing. With the mission of 

promoting and protecting the rights of 

workers of both the formal and informal 

sectors by ensuring freedom from all 

forms of exploitation and discrimination 

through equal opportunity to ensuring 

better livelihoods, the WRC builds the 

capacity of trade unions to operate more 

efficiently and to provide better services 

to its members and workers alike.  

The WRC serves as a one-stop 

Support Centre for workers requiring 

information, education, training, 

research, and assistance on labour-

related grievances while supporting and 

promoting social dialogue and non-

litigious dispute prevention and 

resolution. WRC mandates to perform 

its activities in the interest of all formal 

and informal sector workers in 

Bangladesh to develop a comprehensive 

programme to support improvements in 

working conditions and rights at work, 

including workers’ rights to organize, 

bargain and dialogue at the workplace, 

capacity development of trade unions, 

dispute resolution, to increase security at 

workplace, and to emphasize through 

all-out developmental work to make the 

terms and conditions of work and the 

legal rights at contemporary work.   

The COVID-19 pandemic has put the 

workers in the most precarious situation, 

particularly the workers in the domain 

of the informal economy.  The COVID-

19 pandemic has disrupted activities to 

varying degrees, and workers in 

vulnerable activities have been more 

affected. The shutdown of public life 

resulted in a significant halt of economic 

activities during the period that led to 

the loss of jobs and livelihoods for many 

– especially those section of informal 

economy workers who are mostly un-

organized and working as day and 

casual labourers. However, among the 

informal workers the domestic and 

construction workers were the prime 

victim through losing their Job. Majority 

of the Construction & Domestic workers 

did not get any relief/stimulus support 

neither from Government nor from the 

local authority or even from their 

employers. Due to lack of awareness 

about trade union, they are not 

organized and domestic workers are not 

recognized as labour in the Bangladesh 

Labour Law. In this context, the WRC 

project titled “Promoting Decent Work and 

Women’s Rights in the Backdrop of Covid-

19” has come up (under the PRS/STRIDE 

Projects of ILO) to sensitize construction 

workers and domestic workers in the 

target areas, through training, 

awareness building and vis-à-vis 

advocacy/ workshop with the Trade 

Union (TU) leaders, employers, policy 

makers, concerned government officials, 

and stakeholders. 
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The target beneficiaries of the project 

are the informal construction workers 

and domestic workers. The project has 

been implemented in the selected areas 

of Dhaka and Gazipur districts. The 

duration of the project is from July 2022 

to December 2022. Accordingly, the 

completion-reporting period covers the 

period from July 2022 to December 2022 

(6 months). 

Project Objective  

The objective of the project is building 

responsiveness among the constituents 

and concerned stakeholders in fostering 

the implementation of ratified 

conventions C87, C98 and ratifying 

C189, C190 to promote decent work 

among informal construction and 

domestic workers.  

 

 PROJECT OUTCOME AND ACTIVITIES 
 

Project Launching 

The launching meeting on the project 

‘Promoting Decent Work and Women’s 

Rights in the Backdrop of COVID-19’ 

was held on August 2022 at WRC 

Seminar Hall, House-2, Road-7, Sector-

4, Uttara, Dhaka. Altogether 42 

participants (male 35 and female 7) 

including apex leadership of the 

NCCWE and IBC constituent trade 

union federations, ILO Country Office, 

Bangladesh officials from SDIR & Social 

Protection Project participated in the 

meeting.  The main purpose of the 

meeting was to introduce the 

background, objectives and activities of 

the project ‘Promoting Decent Work 

and Women’s Rights in the Backdrop of 

COVID-19’ under ILO-PRS/STRIDE 

project  

 

 
 

The programme was presided over 

by Mr. Chowdhury Ashiqul Alam, 

Convener, Project Implementation and 

Sustainability Sub-Committee, WRC. 

WRC Vice Chairman Ms. China 

Rahman Moderated the programme. 

In the opening session, Mr. Jamil 

Ansar, National Programme Officer, 

ILO, CO, Dhaka, Dr. Md. Mosleh Uddin 

Sadeque, National Consultant, ILO 

PRS-STRIDE Project, Mr. Shusuke 

Oyobe, Chief Technical Adviser, 

PRS/STRIDE (Over Zoom from Nepal), 

and Mr. Gunjan Dallakoti, SME 

Development Specialist, ILO Country 

Office, Dhaka, (online from Mission) 

convey their solidarity massage. Mr. 

Jamil Ansar, in his speech uttered his 

pride to the ILO PRS-STRIDE Project 

officials for deciding the WRC 

for this project. He also thanked 

to the Govt. of Japan for 

supporting the project. He 

noted that earlier the WRC 

supported to RMG workers to 

accumulate their leadership 

capacity in trade union 

management, collective 

bargaining, grievance handling 

and promoting social dialogue 

for harmonious industrial relation in 
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RMG sector, but working with informal 

workers i.e., construction and domestic 

workers will be a remarkable task for 

WRC. 

Highlighting on the life and living 

condition of informal workers during 

and post Covid-19, Mr. Sadeque 

mentioned the need and importance of 

planned activities to achieve the 

objective of new project. He said that 

successful project implementation 

through the direct intervention of 

country’s dynamic trade union 

leadership would ensure the decent 

working environment for construction 

and domestic workers in Bangladesh.  

Along with clarifying the purpose 

and approaches of PRS/STRIDE project, 

Mr. Shusuke Oyobe mentioned the 

reasons of selecting the construction 

and domestic workers as project target 

group. He also highlighted on the ILO 

Convention no 87, 98, 189, and 190 and 

their importance in promoting decent 

work.  SME Development Specialist, 

Mr. Gunjan Dallakoti in his speech 

mentioned about the country’s adverse 

situation during Covid- 19 at the project 

conceptualization stage. He also noted 

the ILO’s interventions to formalize 

informal employment and hoped that 

the new project would be a milestone in 

this regard through the proactive role of 

WRC. 

Mr. Khandoker Abdus Salam, 

Manager, WRC, presented a detailed 

project plan and activities through a 

power point presentation after opening 

session.   

In the open discussion session, the 

Trade Union leaders expressed their 

gratitude to the ILO-PRS/STRIDE 

Project for initiating such project with 

the WRC. They also conveyed their 

ardent gratefulness to the Government 

of Japan to support the betterment of 

informal workers in Bangladesh. The 

Leaders emphasized on the 

implementation of ILO C -87 and 98, 

and ratification of ILO C- 189 and 190. 

They said that trade unions should 

work together to ratify ILO C-189 and 

190 to establish women’s rights and 

ensure safety at workplace as well as in 

the society. 

Mrs. China Rahman, Vice 

Chairman, WRC, thanked to Trade 

Union Leaders, ILO Officials, and the 

Government of Japan for supporting 

the project. She specially thanked to Mr. 

Shusuke, Dr. Sadeque and Mr. 

Chanchal for their cordial support to 

the WRC regarding project planning 

and other activities. 

In the closing remarks, the Session 

Chair Mr. Chowdhury Ashiqul Alam, 

expressed his earnest gratitude to all for 

the project initiative. He hoped that the 

project would continue its activities and 

it’s working areas need to be expanded 

in future as millions of domestic, 

construction, and informal workers 

experienced more challenging life 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. He 

also said that rights of women should 

be established and discussed always, as 

well as Trade Union should work 

together to ratify the ILO Convention 

189 and 190 and implement the C-87 C-

98. At last, he emphasized on a 

collaborative work for the betterment of 

the workers, especially women. 
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 OUTCOME 1  
Awareness enhanced and actions plans agreed upon among the constituents on the 

freedom of association, the right of organization, the free from gender-based violence 

and harassment, and the concerned ILO conventions for promoting decent work for 

the vulnerable construction and domestic workers. 

 

Output 1.1 

Constituents, stakeholders and the workers enhanced their understanding, set up the action plan 

and strengthened the advocacy in implementing the ratified ILO C 87, C98 and the ratifying of 

C189 and C-190. 

 

Activity: 1.1.1: National Consultation 

Workshop in Promoting ILO C 87, C 98 

for Construction and Domestic 

Workers and Advocacy on Ratification 

of C189, C190  
 

A daylong National Consultation 

Workshop with NCCWE and IBC 

representative, representative of BEF, 

relevant government officials, 

concerned ILO officials, construction 

and domestic workers representatives, 

and other stakeholders was held on 22 

August 2022 at Hotel Asia & Resort, 

34/7, Topkhana Road, Dhaka. The 

Workshop was presided over by the 

WRC Chairman, Mr. Anwar Hossain, 

and was moderated by Ms. China 

Rahman, Vice Chairman of WRC. The 

objectives of the workshop were to—i) 

identify the issues and challenges that 

the domestic and construction workers 

face in promoting ILO C87 (Freedom of 

Association and Protection of the 

Rights), C98 (Right to Organize and 

Collective Bargaining), find out the 

advocacy points to address the issues, 

and finalize/discuss on the awareness 

raising strategy, ii) finalize the 

advocacy action plans to ratify ILO 

C189 (Right to decent work for 

domestic workers) and C190 (Work free 

from gender-based violence and 

harassment) based on the current ILO 

strategy by construction and domestic 

workers' organizations, and iii) 

introduce the ILO’s advocacy materials 

regarding relevant conventions and 

finalize the distribution plan among the 

construction and domestic workers’ 

organizations. Total 56 (fifty-Six) 

participants attended in the event, and 

among them 16 (sixteen) were female 

and 40 (Forty) were male. The 

following recommendations were 

submitted to the WRC's Trade Union-

ILS (International Labour Standard) 

Committee for considering the issues in 

the labour law reform report. 
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Preparing database and providing 

smart card to construction workers  

• A database of construction, domestic 

and other informal workers need to be 

prepared.  

• Smart cards for construction workers 

should be re-started (earlier 

discontinued in 2017 after issuing 500 

smart cards). 
 

Social Safety Net coverage for 

informal workers 

• Workers in the construction, 

domestic, and other informal sectors 

should be brought under the social 

safety net coverage to deal with any 

unforeseen event, like the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

• A rationing system at a subsidized 

rate should be introduced by the 

Government for the most vulnerable 

informal workers.  

• Insurance schemes for construction 

workers need to be restarted with just 

and appropriate accountability. 
 

Amendment of Labour Law and ratify 

ILO C189 and C190 

• Domestic workers should be 

recognized as ‘Workers’ in the 

Bangladesh Labour Law, as well as 

the Bangladesh Labour Law and the 

Labour Rules should be reframed in 

line with the Domestic Worker 

Protection Policy 2015. 

• To ensure right to form and join trade 

unions and collective bargaining of 

informal workers and decent work at 

all levels, Bangladesh Labour Law 

should be amended in accordance 

with ILO Core conventions, especially 

C87 and 98.  

• Government should ratify ILO C189 

and 190 to protect the life of informal 

workers such as domestic workers in 

the country and abroad.  

• TU should work together by 

strengthening advocacy, campaign 

with other activities in this regard.  
 

Ensuring government provided legal 

service for the victim of workplace 

violence 

• To stop workplace violence and 

harassment against women and 

ensuring proper justice, with 

establishing a Special Court, 

government provided legal service 

should be available for the victims.  
 

Ensuring migrant workers’ rights 

abroad 

• The embassies of Bangladesh in the 

labour hosting countries should take 

care and responsibilities for ensuring 

the migrant workers’ safety and rights 

(especially the construction and 

domestic workers’ rights) abroad.  

• With analyzing the labour laws of 

labour hosting countries, the trade 

unions should create alliances with 

those countries’ TU Movement for 

ensuring the safety of migrant 

workers abroad. 
 

Reintegration of returnee migrant 

construction and domestic workers 

• Financial, technical and skill 

development support to returnee 

migrant construction and domestic 

workers have to be provided to 

reintegrate them into the country’s 

economic mainstream.  

• Social and moral support should be 

provided to returnee victim migrant 

workers to lead their normal life. 

Government should take main 

responsibility in this regard.  
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Providing training to informal 

workers especially to construction and 

domestic workers 

• Rights related awareness raising 

training, TU’s capacity building 

training and skill development 

training should be provided to 

construction and domestic workers.  

• Training should be provided to the 

youth and women TU activist to 

improve their leadership capacity.  

 

TUs’ initiatives 

• For implementation of decent work 

agendas and establishing informal 

workers’ rights at workplace 

collective short-term, mid-term and 

long-term plan need to be taken by 

TUs. 

 

Create greater alliance with other 

organizations 

• Alliance with other organizations 

should be crated for working to 

workers’ interest.  National Trade 

Union should enhance cooperation 

with the International Trade Union 

movement to create pressure to ratify 

ILO C-189 and C190. 

 

 

Activity: 1.1.2: Conduct a Review Workshop to provide inputs into and finalize the 

action plans of the National Consultation Workshop (1.1.1 as above) with WRC 

Constituents, WRC, Women Committee, and selected relevant representatives in 

organizing construction & domestic workers.  

 

A daylong Review Workshop was held 

on 8 September 2022 at WRC Seminar 

Hall, Uttara, Dhaka with aiming to 

review the recommendation of the 

National Consultation Workshop and 

finalize the action plan. Total 40 

participants (17 were female and 23 

were male) of the review workshop 

included members of the Board of 

Trustee, members of WRC Women 

Committee, representatives of 

domestic workers network, and 

the construction workers 

union/federation leaders. The 

workshop was chaired by Mr. 

Anwar Hossain, Chairman of 

WRC, and moderated by Ms. 

China Rahman, Vice-Chairman. 

Mr. Shakil Akter Chowdhury, 

General Secretary of the 

Bangladesh Labour Federation 

(BLF) presented the keynote paper. 

The participants in the workshop 

reviewed the recommendations of 

National Consultation Workshop and 

finalized the action plan for promoting 

decent work among informal 

construction and domestic workers 

through implementation of C87, C98 

and ratifying C-189, C-190. The 

following Action Plan has been 

finalized and adopted in the workshop. 



 

Action Plan Finalized in the Review Workshop 

Short term (1 Year) Mid-term  

(2 Year) 

Long term 

(5 year) 

Action Plan 

1.   A database of construction, domestic and other informal workers 

need to be prepared and smart card for construction workers should 

be restarted 

Continue Continue Advocacy and  

Campaign 

2. Workers in the construction, domestic, and other informal sectors 

should bring under the social safety net coverage to deal with any 

unforeseen event, like the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Continue Continue Advocacy and  

Campaign 

3. Domestic Workers should be recognized as `Worker’ in the labour 

Law, in light of the Domestic Worker Protection Policy-2015. 

 

Continue Continue - Analyzing existing  

Labour Laws and Rules. 

- Advocacy and lobby 

 with stakeholders. 

4. All informal workers should be allowed to form and join Trade 

Union and be given right to collective bargaining as per ILO C-87 

and 98 to establish decent work at all level.  

Continue Continue - Analyzing existing  

Labour Laws and Rules. 

- Advocacy and lobby 

 with stakeholders. 

5. Trade Union Registration process should be easier for registration 

of TU of informal sector workers and for that the present labour law 

need to be amended.  

Continue Continue - Strengthening  

TU-ILS Committee 

- Advocacy and lobby  

with stakeholders. 

 6. Introducing rationing system for the most vulnerable 

informal workers at subsidized rate by the Government.  

Continue - Advocacy & Lobby  

with stakeholders. 

7. Ensuring safety of the Construction workers by enhancing strong 

monitoring by the DIFE and other Govt. mechanism.  

 

Continue Continue . Advocacy for 

 effective Inspection mechanism. 

-Trade Union  

inclusion in the  

Inspection mechanism. 
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Short term (1 Year) Mid-term  

(2 Year) 

Long term 

(5 year) 

Action Plan 

  8. Insurance schemes for 

construction workers need to 

be restarted with just and 

appropriate accountability and 

recently introduced universal 

pension schemes should 

applicable for construction and 

domestic workers. 

 

9. Capacity building training on labour rights should be provided to 

TU leaders, activist and grass- root workers.  

Training should be provided to the youth and women TU activist to 

improve their leadership capacity.  

 

Continue 

 

Continue - Capacity building 

 

10. To stop workplace violence and harassment and ensure proper 

Justice for the victim domestic workers, Special Court and legal 

service should be provided by the Government. Trade Unions must 

work together to strengthen campaign, advocacy and other activities 

to ratify ILO C189 and C 190.  

Continue 

 

Continue 

 

 

 11. National Trade Union should enhance cooperation with 

the International Trade Union movement to create pressure 

to ratify ILO C-189 and 190.  

Continue 
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Short term (1 Year) Mid-term  

(2 Year) 

Long term 

(5 year) 

Action Plan 

12. Financial, technical and skill development support to 

returnee migrant construction and domestic workers 

have to be provided to reintegrate them into the 

country’s economic mainstream.  

13. Social and moral support should be provided to 

returnee victim migrant workers to lead their normal 

life.  

13. With analyzing the labour laws of 

labour hosting countries, the TU 

Movement should create alliances with 

those countries’ TU Movement for 

ensuring the safety of migrant workers 

abroad. 

14. The embassies of Bangladesh in the 

labour hosting countries should take 

care and responsibilities for ensuring 

the migrant workers’ safety and rights 

(especially the construction and 

domestic workers’ rights) abroad.  C
o

n
ti

n
u

e 

     

- Creating Alliance 

- Capacity building 

- Campaign 

 

 15. Provide skills development training 

to the construction, domestic and other 

informal workers. 

C
o

n
ti

n
u

e 

 

- Capacity building  

training 

 

16. Trade Unions’ advocacy on different labour issues need to be 

more collective and stronger.  

Continue 

 

Continue 

 

- Advocacy 

 

17. For implementation of decent work agenda and establishing 

informal workers’ rights at workplace short-term, mid-term and 

long-term plan need to be taken by TUs. 

Continue Continue 

 

 

18. Create greater alliance among the other organizations, who are 

working for the workers’ interest.  

Continue 

 

Continue 

 

Meeting/ 

Workshop  

19. Advocacy for living wage Continue Continue Continue 

 

  



 OUTCOME-2 
Selected Trade Union Leaders/Activists and other social partners built their capacity 

to support the informal group of domestic and construction workers in the areas of 

decent work, ratified conventions C87,98 and insight on C189, 190. 

 

Output-2.1 

Training work plan is created based on the discussion with the trade union leaders, 

social partners, and activists. 

 

Activity-2.1.1: Training Workshop with the Area based Local Trade Unions and 

social partners to discuss about the conventions, develop and finalize training 

work-plan to support selected construction and domestic workers of Gazipur and 

Dhaka districts. 

 

A day long training workshop with the 

area based Local trade union activists 

and social partners working with 

construction and domestic workers was 

organized on 4 October 2022 at WRC 

Seminar Hall, Uttara, Dhaka. The 

purpose of the training was to discuss 

about the conventions i.e., C87, C98, 

C189 and C190; inform about project 

objectives to area-based organizer and 

stakeholders working for protecting 

construction and domestic workers 

rights, and develop and finalize 

training work-plan to support selected  

master trainers in conducting training 

to construction and domestic workers 

at Gazipur and Dhaka districts. Total 39 

participants attended in the workshop 

and among them 19 were female and 10 

were male. The main discussants of the 

training were Mr. Anwar Hossain, 

WRC Chairman and Ms. China 

Rahman, Vice Chairman of WRC. Mr. 

Mosleh Uddin Sadek, ILO consulted 

and Mr. Shakil Akter Chowdhury. 

WRC manager Khandoker Abdus 

Salam were facilitated the training 

session. Through this training the 

participants were informed about the 

objectives and activities of the ongoing 

ILO-WRC-PRS-STRIDE Project for 

construction and domestic workers and 

prepare an implementation plan for 

conducting field level training in Dhaka 

and Gazipur. 

 

 



Output-2.2 

Training manual is developed and TOT is conducted to the trade union master 

trainers based on the manual. 

 

Activity: 2.2.1: Preparing Training 

Manual to train selected group of 

construction and domestic workers/ 

relevant trade union members on the 

decent work, C-87, C 98 and C189,190. 

Campaign on ratification of the ILO C-

189, C-190 i.e., gender, entitlement of 

decent work for domestic workers and 

laws/rules against violence and 

harassment at workplace. 

Detail course outline will be 

developed and shared with ILO. 
 

A training manual has been prepared 

for conducting training of domestic and 

construction workers. The manual 

provided guidelines and tools for 

conducting Training of trainers (ToT) as 

well as field level training. It helped 

trainers to conducting their sessions, 

showed them how to structure the 

training, select content of training, and 

provided guidelines for achieving the 

participants’ learning objectives.   

 

Activity: 2.2.2: Selection of Trainers. 

Organize TOT for the Trade Union 

trainers/master trainers based on the 

developed training manuals. 

 

A day-long Training of the Trainers 

(ToT) was organized for the Master 

Trainers selected by WRC Constituents, 

on 21 October, 2022 at WRC Seminar 

Hall, Uttara, Dhaka. The objectives of 

the training were to                  a) inform 

about the purpose of conducting field 

level training; b) introduce the training 

manual prepared for conducting 

training of designated Master Trainers 

and field level workers; and c) 

formulation of training plan. The 

training was provided based on the 

content of developed training manuals. 

With TOT trainers, officials of WRC 

who are responsible to observed the 

field level training, WRC Chairman and 

Vice Chairman and ILO consultant also 

joined the training. 

 

Activity :2.2.3: Print and distribute 

campaign materials on ratification of 

ILO C-189 and C-190.  

 

As part of the International Human 

Rights Day campaign, banners were 

printed and hanged more than 80 

prominent places in Dhaka and 

Gazipur city demanding ensuring 

decent work, women rights and 

focused the ILO C-87, 98, 189 and 190.  
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Output-2.3: Area-based Trade Union Leaders, Activists and the selected domestic 

and construction workers are trained by the master trainers and equipped with the 

capacity in organization, decent work and knowledge concerning the area of 

C87,98; and C189,190.   

 

Activity 2.3.1: Master trainers will 

conduct trainings for Area based 

Trade Union Leaders/Activists and 

the selected domestic worker’s and 

construction worker’s representatives 

based on the developed training 

manual.  

 

Based on the content of developed 

training manual, Master Trainers 

conducted 57-day long area-based 

training to domestic and construction 

workers. A total 1180 worker were 

trained. Among them 650 (55.08%) were 

women and 530 (44.92%) were men.  

 

Sector Nos. of 

Training 

Total Nos. of 

participants 

Male Female 

Construction  27  560  518 (92.5%)  42 (7.5%) 

Domestic  30  620  12 (1.94%)  608 (98.06%) 

Total  57  1180  530 (44.92%)  650 (55.08%) 
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Outcome 3 

The constituents and stakeholders are aware of the project achievements (in accordance 

with 4.0 of proposal) and make consensus on the necessary steps way forward to 

ensure decent work of the informal construction and domestic workers. 

 

Output 3.1  

The result and achievement of the project activities are disseminated among the 

constituents, stakeholders, journalists and the construction and domestic workers 

representatives. 

 

Activity 3.1.1: Media Briefing 

Workshop to disseminate the 

importance of implementation ILO C-

87, C98 which has already been 

ratified by the government vis-à-vis 

advocacy role for its promotion for the 

well-being of workers and 

responsibilities of the constituents as 

well.  Specific advocacy plan on 

ratification of C189, C-190 will also be 

briefed. 

 

A Media briefing workshop on the 

findings of the ILO-PRO/Stride pilot 

project: Promoting decent work and 

women’s rights in the backdrop of 

Covid-19’ was held on 15 December, 

2022 in Dhaka with the aiming to 

publicize the importance of 

implementation of ILO C87 and C98 

which has already been ratified by the 

government, advocacy role for its 

promotion for the well-being of 

workers and the responsibilities of 

WRC constituents, as well as brief about 

the specific advocacy plan on 

ratification of C189, C-190.  

Khandoker Abdus Salam Manager 

of WRC presented the key note paper 

where he addressed that the two 

conventions ILO-189 and ILO-190 were 

approved in 2011 and 2019, with the 

aim of securing the safety of domestic 

workers, and end to violence and 

harassment in the workplace 

respectively but Bangladesh 

government has yet to ratify the 

conventions. He also said that domestic 

and construction workers are most 

neglected in informal sector of our 

country. In this context, WRC has 

trained up 116o domestic and 

construction workers under this 

project. The WRC constituents and TU 

leaders demanded to proper 

implementation of ILO C87 and C98, 

and to ratify C189 and C190 to ensure 

decent work for the workers of informal 

sectors, particularly domestic and 

construction ones. They have also 

sought the recognition of domestic 

workers as the ‘workers’ in the law.  
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The programme was presided over 

by chairman of the WRC, Mr. Anwar 

Hossain. President of the Dhaka 

Reporters Unity (DRU), President and 

General Secretary of the Labour Rights 

Journalist Forum (DLRJF), Director 

(Admin.), Labour Department, Legal 

Officer, BEF, ILO Officer-in Charge, 

ILO Gender equality and diversity and 

other officials including WRC Board of 

Trustee and Women Committee 

members attended in the Workshop. 

Mr. Shusuke Oyobe also joined the 

workshop over zoom. Four popular 

National English Daily Newspaper, 

Three Bangla Daily Newspaper 

published the news of the event on 16th 

and 17th December, 2022. A sample of 

the coverage is annexed.  

 

Activity 3.1.2 Meeting with ILO and 

WRC on Project Completion and Way 

forward 
 

Following the submission of project 

completion report, meeting is planned 

for January 2, 2023.   

 

 

 

LESSONS LEARNT AND WAY FORWARD 
 

The challenges pertaining to project 

implementation amply shows that 

there are lacking awareness of informal 

workers about trade unions and their 

rights. Yet, there is no database of 

workers from which training 

participants may be selected as well as 

can be brought under the project 

intervention.  Both the construction and 

domestic workers have marginalized 

and vulnerable backgrounds. Both the 

construction and domestic workers are 

not under any social protection 

coverage. The level of being 

functionally literacy also pose problems 

in being aware of their rights. The 

existence of unstable job and poor 

living condition also makes it difficult 

for them to be aware of their rights, and 

be organized.  

In terms of participating in training, 

as most of the workers work as daily 

payment basis, workers have little 

interest to spent their time in attending 

training sessions.   

 Some of the lessons learnt from 

the project implementation during the 

project period are as follows: 

 

• All the project activities are unique 

and encouraging for the workers 

and Trade Unions to establish 

decent work as well as ensuring 

women rights. Participants became 

aware of their rights. 

• The trade unions are more active in 

organizing. After each training 

Trade Unions formed ‘Area Based 

Organizing Committee’ to extend 

their activities. 
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Trade Unions are now equipped 

with advocacy tools and future 

action plan. 

• Some returnee and potential 

migrant workers also participated 

in the training and they asked about 

safe and orderly migration. 

Returnee migrants are also 

interested to know the way of 

reintegration in the socio-economic 

mainstream. 

 

Area based training enables 

domestic and construction workers to 

claim and secure their rights at 

workplace.  The domestic and 

construction workers will able to play 

important role in Trade Unions. Media 

briefing workshop may play significant 

role to implement ILO C89 and C98 and 

ratify C189 and C190. Dissemination of 

campaign materials is a great initiative 

to mobilize workers’ rights promoters 

particularly who are working for 

securing the construction and domestic 

workers rights.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advocacy and Lobby with 

government will pay important role to 

secure the migrant construction and 

domestic workers rights abroad and 

reintegrate returnee migrants in the 

country.   

The outcome of the project will play 

a significant role in bringing the 

domestic workers in the main stream 

through recognizing them as labour in 

the Bangladesh Labour Law. The 

project outcome will also influence the 

policy makers and relevant 

stakeholders in promoting and 

protecting the informal workers, 

women in particular by ensuring their 

rights, and decent workplace through 

its replication in the upcoming project.                                                             
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ANNEX 

 
Project Outcome Media Coverage  

 

The Business Post 
Saturday, December 16, 2022 

Sign ILO conventions to safeguard workers’ rights: Experts to govt 
Staff Correspondent 

16 Dec 2022 01:19:49 | Update: 16 Dec 2022 01:19:49 

 
Local and international experts on Thursday urged Bangladesh government to sign 

ILO convention-189 and ILO convention-190 soon to ensure the safety of domestic and 

expat workers at workplace. 

They made the call at a workshop titled, “The findings of the ILO-PRS/STRIDE pilot 

project: promoting decent work and women’s rights in the backdrop of Covid-19” at a 

hotel in Dhaka. Workers Resource Centre (WRC) organised the event with the support of 

International Labour Organisation (ILO) &ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Programme. 

The two conventions ILO-189 and ILO-190 were approved at the 100th and 108th sessions 

of the ILO, held in Geneva, respectively, in 2011 and 2019 in a bid to safeguard the rights 

of domestic and expat workers. But Bangladesh has yet to sign the conventions. 

Convention-189 was approved with the aim of securing the safety of domestic workers, 

while convention-190 was to put an end to violence and harassment in the workplace. 

Reading out the keynote paper, WRC Manager Khandoker Abdus Salam said they started 

to train up 1160 domestic and construction workers from July to December this year in 

Dhaka and Gazipur. Of them, 444 are women and 306 are men. 

 “Domestic and construction workers are most neglected in informal sector of our 

country. The domestic workers should be declared as labours. In this context, we have 

selected them to train about labour rights.” he also said. 

Some 51.7 million people are employed in the informal sector, while females (91.8 per 

cent) are more prone and vulnerable comparing males (82.1 per cent), according to the 

BBS Statistical Yearbook Bangladesh 2019. 

The BBS data further states that 13.1 million urban workers (77.3 per cent) are informal 

sector workers, whereas 38.6 million rural workers (88.1 per cent) are informally 

employed. 

Speaking there, Neeran Ramjuthan, programme manager for labour administration and 

working conditions at ILO Bangladesh, said that in view of the rapid growth in diverse 

forms of work arrangements – including temporary, part-time, and on-call work, 

multiparty employment relationships, dependent self-employment, and, most recently, 

platform work performed under different work and employment relationships – the call 

of urgency will seek steps to ensure the effective recognition of the right to collective 

bargaining for all workers. 
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“The ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, adopted in 1998 

and amended in 2022, declares that all member states, even if they have not ratified ILO 

Fundamental Conventions, have an obligation to respect, promote, and realise the 

principles concerning the fundamental rights that are the subject of ten ILO 

Conventions,” he added. 

 

Saturday, 17 December, 2022 

 

Implementation of ILO Conventions 87, 98 demanded 
• Staff Correspondent; 15th December, 2022 08:04:17 PM 

 
 

The implementation of International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions 87 and 98 

has been demanded to ensure decent work for the workers of informal sectors, 

particularly domestic and construction ones. 

Although the Bangladesh government ratified the two conventions long ago, the workers 

at the informal sectors were being deprived of organising, bargaining and other rights. 

Speakers at a programme titled “Media briefing workshop on the findings of the ILO-

PRO/Stride pilot project: Promoting decent work and women’s rights in the backdrop of 

Covid-19’ came up with this. The programme was arranged by Workers Resources 

Centre (WRC) in a capital hotel on Thursday. 

They have also sought the recognition of domestic workers as the ‘workers’ in the law. 

The Domestic Workers Protection and Welfare Policy- 2015 cannot protect the rights of 

the home based workers as they have not been recognised as the ‘workers’ in Labour Act-

2006, they say. 

Reading out a keynote paper, Khandoker Abdus Salam, manager of the WRC, said 

informal sector workers, particularly women, became more vulnerable by losing their 

jobs in the Covid-19 pandemic period. 

Presided over by chairman of the WRC Anwar Hossain, Director (Administration) of 

Department of Labour Bellal Hossain Sheikh, the programme was addressed by vice-

president of the WRC China Rahman, president of BLRJF Kazi Abdul Hannan, its general 

secretary Ataur Rahman and consultant of ILO Dr Moslem Uddin Sadeque. 

Representatives of different trade bodies, BGMEA, BKMEA and household workers’ 

organisations joined the programme. 

 

 

https://www.daily-sun.com/
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• Saturday, 17 December 2022 | 

Protect informal workers by using labour law: Rights group 
FE REPORT |  December 16, 2022 00:00:00  

 
Rights groups have demanded that informal workers, including construction 

workers and domestic assistants, get protection properly by t he existing 

labour law. 

They said these workers are deprived of their fundamental rights including 

wages and workplace protections.  

"Domestic workers are not covered by the labour law. On the other hand, 

although construction workers are covered by the labour law, they do not 

enjoy rights such as the right to form trade unions," they added.  

The rights campaigners made the demand at a workshop on findings of the 

ILO-PRS/STRIDE pilot project: Promoting Decent Work and Women's Rights 

in the Backdrop of Covid-19. The Workers Resource Centre (WRC) organised 

the event at a city hotel.  

Although Bangladesh has ratified ILO convention 87 and C -98, due to many 

difficulties in forming union and collective bargaining issues, workers 

couldn't enjoy their rights properly,  according to the WRC. 

Referring to the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, the centre said about 87 per 

cent of the total workforce is working in the informal economy in Bangladesh.  

It also said that the number of workers working in the construction sector i s 

about 3.5 million and mong them 10-15 per cent is women who work hard at 

the bottom level like bricks and stone crushing, soil cutting, etc.  

Although there is no specific data about the domestic workers, approximately 

10 million domestic workers are in the country and most of them are young 

and adolescent, it said adding there are also some child labourers in this 

sector. 

WRC Manger Khandoker Abdus Salam delivered the keynote speech while its 

Chairman Anwar Hossain, Dhaka Reporters Unity (DRU) President Morsalin 

Nomani and Bangladesh Labour Rights Journalists Forum (BLRJF) President 

Kazi Abdul Hannan were also present at the programme.  

arafataradhaka@gmail.com 

 

 

 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/
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UNB 

United News Bangladesh 

'Informal sector workers, women hit hardest during pandemic' 
• UNB NEWS: DHAKA (PUBLISH- DECEMBER 15, 

2022, 07:57 PM ) 

• UNB NEWS (UPDATE- DECEMBER 15, 2022, 10:18 

PM) 

 

Speakers at a workshop Thursday said informal sector workers, 

mostly domestic workers, were the ones to lose their jobs first 

during the pandemic as no households allowed them to work 

over the fear of the spread of the virus. 

Also, people working in the services sector, including construction and the ones working 

independently, lost their work opportunities due lockdown, they said. 

The speakers made the observations at the workshop on "Promoting decent work and 

women's rights in the backdrop of Covid-19" which revealed the findings of a study on 

the job situation in the informal sector during the pandemic. 

Read: Bangladesh to finish amending labour law by mid-2023, Law Minister tells ILO 

The study report was conducted by the Workers Resource Centre (WRC), a labour rights 

organisation with the support of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and Japan. 

"Support from the government and others from social organisations did not reach these 

poor and most vulnerable groups. Also, they were deprived of relief support from their 

local authorities," the study said. 

"Women workers had to suffer from more hardship and insecurities at the workplace 

than male workers during the pandemic. At that time, many incidents of violence and 

harassment were reported," it added. 

Md Moslem Uddin Sadeque, consultant of the International Labour Organization (ILO), 

Shusuk Oyobe, programme manager of PRS, Gunjan D Dallakoti, ILO official, Saif 

Mohammad Moinul Islam, senior program officer at ILO Dhaka office, spoke at the 

programme. 

 

  

https://unb.com.bd/category/Bangladesh/bangladesh-to-finish-amending-labour-law-by-mid-2023-law-minister-tells-ilo/104246
https://www.daily-sun.com/post/662554/Implementation-of-ILO-Conventions-87-98-demanded-
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Dhaka Tribune 
December 17, 2022 4:07 PM 

 

INFORMAL SECTOR WORKERS, WOMEN HIT HARDEST DURING PANDEMIC 

Also, people working in the services sector, including construction and the ones 

working independently, lost their work opportunities due lockdown 

 
Garments workers Reuters 

Tribune Desk 

December 17, 2022 4:07 PM 

Experts at a workshop Thursday said that informal sector workers -- mostly domestic 

workers -- were the ones to lose their jobs first during the Covid-19 pandemic as no 

households allowed them to work. 

Also, people working in the services sector, including construction and the ones working 

independently, lost their work opportunities due lockdown, they said, reports UNB. 

The speakers made the observations at the workshop on "Promoting decent work and 

women's rights in the backdrop of Covid-19" which revealed the findings of a study on 

the job situation in the informal sector during the pandemic. 

The study report was conducted by the Workers Resource Centre (WRC), a labour rights 

organization with the support of the International Labour Organization (ILO) and Japan. 

"Support from the government and others from social organizations did not reach these 

poor and most vulnerable groups. Also, they were deprived of relief support from their 

local authorities," the study said. 

"Women workers had to suffer from more hardship and insecurities at the workplace 

than male workers during the pandemic. At that time, many incidents of violence and 

harassment were reported," it added. 

Md Moslem Uddin Sadeque, consultant of the International Labour Organization (ILO), 

Shusuk Oyobe, program manager of PRS, Gunjan D Dallakoti, ILO official, Saif 

Mohammad Moinul Islam, senior program officer at ILO Dhaka office, spoke at the 

program. 
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সমকাল 
আইনগত স্বীকৃতত চান গহৃস্থাতল শ্রতমকরা 

সমকাল প্রততবেদক 

 প্রকাশ: ১৬ তিবসম্বর ২২ । ০০:০৪ | আপবিট: ১৬ তিবসম্বর ২২ । ১৬:১৪ 
        

 
 

োাংলাবদবশর োসা োতিবত গৃহস্থাতলর কাজ করা কমীরা প্রায়শই তনর্ যাতবনর তশকার হন ও 
প্রাপয মজতুর েঞ্চিত হন। তকন্তু শ্রতমক তহবসবে স্বীকৃতত না থাকায় আইনগত প্রততকার 
পপবত অসুতেধার সম্মুখীন হওয়ায় আইনগত স্বীকৃতত পচবয়বেন শ্রতমক পনতারা। 
েৃহস্পততোর রাজধানীর একটট পহাবটবল ওয়াকযাস য তরবসাস য পসন্টাবর এক পপ্রস তেতরাংবয় 
দাতে পতালা হয়। 
অনুষ্ঠাবন িতিউআরতস'র মযাবনজার খন্দকার আেদুস সালাম েবলন, আমরা আইএলও ও 

জাপান সরকাবরর সহবর্াতগতায় 'কতিি-১৯ এর পপ্রতিবত পশািন কম য পতরবেশ ও নারী 

অতধকার উন্নীতকরণ' প্রকবের আওতায় গৃহকমী ও তনম যাণ শ্রতমকবদর অতধকার আদায়, 

প্রতশিণ ও তনরাপদ অতিোসবনর তেষবয় সবচতনতা তততর করবো। 
তততন েবলন, 'এ শ্রতমকবদর তনরাপদ অতিোসন তেষবয় তথয, জ্ঞান ও ধারণার অিাে 

আবে। তিবর আসা অতিোসী শ্রতমকবদর সমাবজর আথ য-সামাঞ্চজক মূলধারায় সমৃ্পক্ততার 

পিবে সহবর্াতগতার অিাে ও রবয়বে।' 

তততন আরও েবলন, 'গৃহ শ্রতমকবদর শ্রম আইবন স্বীকৃততসহ তেদযমান আইএলও 

কনবিনশন-৮৭, ৯৮ এর োস্তোয়ন এোং কনবিনশন ১৮৯ ও ১৯০ অনুস্বািবরর জনয 

এিবিাবকতস ও কযাবম্পইন কার্ যক্রম পতরচালনা করা হবে। পশািন কাজ, নারীর অতধকার 

োস্তোয়বন সবচতনতামূলক প্রতশিণ ও অনযানয কম যসূতচ োস্তোয়ন করা হবে।' 

অনুষ্ঠাবন েক্তেয পরবখ শ্রম অতধদপ্তবরর পতরচালক পেল্লাল পহাবসন পশখ, শ্রতমকবদর 

অতধকার ও নযায় তেচার তনঞ্চিবত সরকার সেরকম নীততগত সহবর্াতগতা করবে। 
অনুষ্ঠাবন িতিউআরতস'র পচয়ারমযান আবনায়ার পহাসাইবনর সিাপততবে ও চায়না 

রহমাবনর সিালনায় আরও েক্তেয প্রদান কবরন প্রকবের জাতীয় পরামশ যক ি. পমাসবলহ 

উঞ্চিন সাবদক, ঢাকা তরবপাটযাস য ইউতনটটর সিাপতত মুরসালীন পনামানী, আইএলও'র 

তসতনয়র পপ্রাগ্রাম অতিসার সাইি পমাহাম্মদ মঈনলু ইসলাম প্রমুখ। 
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পসামোর, ১৯ তিবসম্বর ২০২২, ৪ পপৌষ ১৪২৯ 

 

আজকের শিকরোনোম : 

শিোভন েোজ ও শনরোপদ েম মপশরকেি শনশ্চিত 

েরকত েোজ েরকে ডশিউআরশি 

  অনলাইন পিস্ক 
প্রকাশ: ১৬ তিবসম্বর ২০২২, ১৮:১৪ 

 
আইএলও কনবিনশন-৮৭ ও ৯৮ অনুর্ায়ী  সকল শ্রতমকবদর জনয পেি ইউতনয়ন  ও পর্ৌথ 

দরকষাকতষর অতধকারসহ পশািন কাজ ও তনরাপদ কম যপতরবেশ তনঞ্চিত করার লবিয  শ্রম 
ইসুযর ওপর তথয িান্ডার গবি পতালা, শ্রতমকবদর সবচতনতামূলক 

প্রতশিণ,  এিবিাবকতসসহ   তেতিন্ন  কাজ করবে ওয়াকযাস য তরবসাস য  পসন্টার 

(িতিউআরতস)।  

আইএলও'র সহবর্াতগতায় ২০১৭ সাল পথবক পপাষাক তশবের পেি ইউতনয়ন পনতৃবের 

দিতা উন্নয়বন কাজ শুরু করবলও েতযমাবন পপাষাক তশবের োইবরও সকল প্রাততষ্ঠাতনক ও 
অ-প্রাততষ্ঠাতনক খাবতর শ্রতমকবদর তনবয় িতিউ আর তস  কাজ করবে। 

েৃহস্পততোর রাজধানীর একটট পহাবটবল িতিউআরতস  েযেস্থাপক খন্দকার আেদুস সালাম 
এক তমতিয়া তিতিাং এ কথা জানান।  
অ-প্রাততষ্ঠাতনক খাবতর শ্রতমকবদর জনয পেি ইউতনয়ন অতধকারসহ পশািন কাজ ও 

তনরাপদ কম যপতরবেশ তনঞ্চিত করার লবিয আইএলও কনবিনশন-৮৭, ৯৮- এর োস্তোয়ন 

এোং কনবিনশন ১৮৯ ও ১৯০ অনুস্বািবরর জনয এিবিাবকতস ও কযাবম্পইন কার্ যক্রম 
পতরচালনায় সবচতনতামূলক প্রতশিণ ও অনযানয কম যসূতচ োস্তোয়ন করবত কাজ করবে 
িতিউআরতস।' 

https://www.abnews24.com/
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খন্দকার আেদুস সালাম এক তলতখত প্রেন্ধ্ আবরা েবলন,  চলতত েবেব র জলুাই মাস পথবক 

আইএলও ও জাপান সরকাবরর সহবর্াতগতায় িতিউআরতসর উবদযাবগ  পকাতিি-১৯ এর 

পপ্রতিবত পশািন কম য পতরবেশ ও নারী অতধকার প্রততষ্ঠা'র আন্তজযাততক শ্রম সাংস্থার 

সহবর্াতগতায়  গৃহকমী ও তনম যাণ শ্রতমকবদর অতধকার আদায়,  প্রতশিণ ও  তনরাপদ 

অতিোসবনর তেষবয় সবচতনতা তততর করার লবিয পাইলট প্রকে শুরু কবর। আগামী তদবন 
তা আবরা প্রসাতরত করার লবিয গণমাধযম কমীবদর সহায়তা কামনা করা হয়। 
তততন েবলন, পদশ-তেবদবশ শ্রতমকবদর তনরাপদ অতিোসন তেষর্বয় তথয, জ্ঞান ও ধারণার 

অিাে আবে। োাংলাবদবশ তিবর আসা অতিোসী শ্রতমকবদর সমাবজর আথ য-সামাঞ্চজক 

মূলধারায় সমৃ্পক্ততার পিবে সহবর্াতগতার অিাে ও রবয়বে। এোিা শ্রম অতধকারসহ 
তেতিন্ন তেষবয় সবচতনতামূলক প্রচার কার্ যক্রবম গণমাধযম কমীরা তেবশষ অেদান রাখবত 
পাবর।  
অনুষ্ঠাবন িতিউআরতস'র পচয়ারমযান আবনায়ার পহাসাইবনর সিাপততবে ও চায়না 

রহমাবনর সিালনায় অনযাবনযর মবধয আন্তজযাততক শ্রম সাংস্থা - আইএলও' ঢাকা অতিবসর 

েতযমান  অতিসার ইনচাজয  তমিঃ তনরান রামজঠুান ও তমবসস শাঞ্চম্মন সলুতানা, প্রকবের 

জাতীয় পরামশ যক ি. পমাসবলহ উঞ্চিন সাবদক, শ্রম অতধদপ্তবরর পতরচালক পেল্লাল পহাবসন 

পশখ,  তেতশষ্ট শ্রতমক পনতা পচৌধুরী আতশকুল আলম,  ঢাকা তরবপাটযাস য ইউতনটটর সিাপতত 

মুরসাতলন পনামানী, োাংলাবদশ পলোর রাইটস জান যাতলস্ট পিারাবমর সিাপতত কাজী আেদুল 

হান্নান, সাধারণ সম্পাদক আতাউর রহমান প্রমখু তেতিন্ন সাংগঠবনর পনতৃেৃন্দ আবলাচনা 

অাংশ পনন।  
এোিাও আইএলও পনপাল অতিবসর পপ্রাগ্রাম মযাবনজার তমিঃ শুশুবক অবয়াবে জবুমর 
মাধযবম  অাংশগ্রহন কবরন। তমতিয়া তিতিাং  অনুষ্ঠাবন  জাতীয় শ্রতমক সাংগঠন সমুবহর 

তসতনয়র পনতৃেৃন্দ, ইন্ডাতিঅল োাংলাবদশ কাউঞ্চিলএর পনতৃেৃন্দসহ িতিউ আর তস  নারী 

কতমটটর সদসযেৃন্দ উপতস্থত তেবলন। 
েক্তারা েবলন, োাংলাবদবশর োসা োতিবত গৃহস্থাতলর কাজ করা কমীরা প্রায়শই  তনর্ যাতবনর 

তশকার হন ও প্রাপয মজতুর েঞ্চিত হন তকন্তু শ্রতমক তহবসবে স্বীকৃতত না থাকায় আইনগত 
প্রততকার পপবত অসুতেধার সম্মুখীন তারা। তাই এ কমীবদর আইনগত স্বীকৃততসহ শ্রম 
অতধকার তেষবয় আইএলও এোং িতিউআরতসবক আবরা কম যসূতচ গ্রহণ করার জনয আহোন 
জানাবনা হয়। 
এতেএন/নূরুল আমীন তসকদার/জতসম/গাতলে 
 

প্রধোন িম্পোদে : িুভোষ শিিংহ রোয় 

শনে মোহী িম্পোদে : হাতমদ পমাহাম্মদ জতসম 

সম্পাদকীয় কার্ যালয় : ১২৮/৪, পূে য পতজতুতর োজার, তৃতীয় তলা, 

কারওয়ান োজার (লা তিঞ্চি পহাবটবলর পপেবন), ঢাকা- ১২১৫ 

পিান : তপএতেএক্স- ৮৮-০২-৫৫০১২৬৪০, ৮৮-০২-৫৫০১২৬৪১  

িযাক্স : +৮৮ ০২ ৪৮১২০৮৫৩, ইবমইল : infoabnews@gmail.com 
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